-

ICT

SCIENCE

MATHS

Research Projects

Living Things & Their Habitats

- Converting between different units of
measurement

Using the internet and Microsoft
word to research about our Topic.

- describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal,
an amphibian, an insect and a bird.
- describe the changes as humans develop to old age.
Working Scientifically

HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY
Settlements around Rivers
- understanding the reasons behind
choosing to live near a river

- planning different types of scientific enquiries to answer
questions, including recognising and controlling variables
where necessary

- researching key landmarks around
rivers; their benefits and implications

- taking measurements, using a range of scientific
equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision

- revise written methods of the 4
operations.
- solving word-problems in context

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Tuesdays and Fridays
Gymnastics and Basketball

Sources

Year 5 Curriculum Plan

ART/DT

- studying maps and pictures; creating
our own school map

Spring Term

Drawings

Theme: A London Eye Mystery
MFL - SPANISH
- Lesson once a week.

‘How to Live Forever?’

Living in the Wider World

‘A London Mystery’

- understanding the different aspects of a
healthy lifestyle

To develop spelling by learning about spelling
rules and patterns.

- learning about the changes that happen in
our lives as we grow

-

To develop knowledge of punctuation
and grammar in the English language.

Visits

-

Each topic will be based on a text and
children will do a series of activities to
develop their reading and writing skills.

Boat Trip on the River Thames

- miniature fairground rides

ENGLISH - POWER OF READING

PSHE

Science Museum

- cityscapes

R.E
Belief in God
- to understand how having a belief in God has
affected the actions of people
CHRISTIAN VALUE : ENDURANCE
- understanding what endurance means, where it is
shown in the bible and how we can demonstrate it

Music
- Every Tuesday for an hour

